COACHING SPECIALIST

BASIC FUNCTION:
Under direction of the Head Coach of the assigned sport, assist in coaching, planning and recruiting duties of that sport. This is a seasonal, part-time position and is non-certificated.

REPRESENTATIVE DUTIES:
Assignment may include but are not limited to:
- Assist head coach during practice sessions with warm-up exercises and individual and team drills
- Assist head coach in specific areas of assigned sport (e.g., offense, defense)
- Carry out head coach’s instructions during athletic contests
- Travel to athletic contests under direction of head coach
- Assist in recruiting as assigned
- Attend team meetings as required
- Keep accurate records and statistics
- May drive college vans
- Other duties as assigned

EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS:

KNOWLEDGE OF:
Basic individual fundamentals and team strategies of coaching
Up-to-date teaching sequences or assigned sport
Safety aspects of coaching assigned sport

ABILITY TO:
Understand and follow head coach’s directions
Understand position requires direct supervision of head coach
Operate correctly any of the mechanical apparatus which is normally used in the sport (blocking sleds, blocking dummies, rebounding machines, etc.)

EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE:
Experience within the sport
High school diploma desirable
Standard, insurable driver’s license
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